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1 Introduction

In 3D image reconstruction from several 2D images, depth estimation is being
used. Actually this is not exactly matrix multiplication, but there are much sim-
ilar characteristics. In this problem, we just think about general case, Matrix
Multiplication. 3D image reconstruction should be done in real time. Therefore,
the speed is the most important one. If we can achieve faster algorithm with
some quality sacrifice, that algorithm would be better choice. And reconstruc-
tion is generating a 3D image stream from 2D image streams. And, there is
usually temporal property in image streams. This problem was inspired from
my research project and Jeff Erickson suggested generalized version of original
problem.

2 Problem Description

2.1 Matrix Multiplication

”The currently fastest matrix multiplication algorithm, with a complexity of
O(n2.38) was obtained by Coppersmith and Winograd [1].” [4] However, we are
given two series of matrices pair (Ai, Bi) instead of just two matrices. And
we should generate a series of multiplication of two matrices. In contrast with
original matrix multiplication, the result data structure doesn’t need to be exact
matrix. It can be any other form. But it should include information of each
entry so that it can build result matrix.

2.2 Temporal Property

If consecutive matrices are not related, then there is no meaning to have two
series of matrices as inputs. There is temporal property in consecutive matrices
Ai−1 and Ai. In other words, difference matrix of Ai−1 and Ai is sparse matrix.
In this problem, we should think two cases. First one is multiplication of two
normal matrices without previous matrices, and second one is multiplication of
two matrices with difference matrices. In the second case, we assume that we
have already the difference matrices dAi and dBi of input matrices. Second
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case is more important question because it is more general case in the series of
matrices.

2.3 Approximation

This multiplication doesn’t need to be exactly correct. Some error would be
acceptable. There are two kind of error;entry error and total sum error. Entry
error is the error in certain entry c(i,j) in AB = C. If the result matrix is P ,
then the error is p(i,j)−c(i,j)

c(i,j)
. Total sum error is the summation of entry errors.

Total sum error might not be necessary. But if you want, you can think about it.
Fast Monte-Carlo Algorithms for Approximate Matrix Multiplication[2] is quite
similar solution. However, this algorithm is not including temporal property.
Therefore, adding temporal property in this algorithm could be good approach.
And we can just use this algorithm for first case among above two cases if we
can’t find better solution.

2.4 Goal

We should give faster multiplication algorithm than the Fast Monte-Carlo Al-
gorithms in two cases; with difference matrices and without them. Mostly, we
can think about the case with defference matrices. This algorithm can use tem-
poral property and it can introduce some acceptable error. You can also make
another model for measuring this error. The result doesn’t need to be matrix,
but it should include information of the multiplication of input matrices.

3 Related Work

If you are not familiar with matrix multiplication algorithm, Victor Pan’s survey[3]
would be useful. The currently fastest matrix multiplication[1] could be helpful.
Also, Fast sparse matrix multiplication[4] might be helpful because difference
matrix of consecutive matrices is sparse matrix. Fast Monte-Carlo Algorithms
for Approximate Matrix Multiplication[2] is good base work to solve this prob-
lem.
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